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Your website consists of individual (webpages) and images that are all linked together. Naming these files appropriately is 
important and will help you throughout the process, especially if you later need to come back and make changes. Here are 
some basic rules to follow:

1.	 Don’t	use	spaces	in	your	filenames: spaces typically are replaced 
with %20, but can also cause problems beyond the obvious 
readability issues. Delete spaces, or replace with a dash or 
underscore.

✅ contact-us.html   ❎  contact us.html 
contact_us.html 
contactUs.html

2. Use	shorter	file	names as opposed to longer (i.e. www.mysite.
com/readthis.html): again, it is a big help when you are referring 
people to a page (you want them to type it correctly and find it).

3. Avoid	using	capital	letters	(or	at	least	be	very	careful!): most 
servers will do fine with this, but many unix servers are case 
sensitive and you would have to remember if the letters were 
upper or lower case.

4. Don’t	use	special	characters	other	than	dash	or	underscore  
avoid:  . “ “ , ! ? / \ ~ * & % $ # @ ( ) : ; 
Some of these characters have special uses (dots and slashes) 
and others just won’t work. Basically, just stick with letters, 
numbers, dashes and underscores.

5. Either	.htm		or	.html		are	fine	for	file	extensions	on	the	web  
The main thing is to pick one and be consistent. 
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File Naming Conventions

Your website consists of individual files which are your pages and images that are all linked together. Naming these files 
appropriately is important and will help you throughout the process, especially if you later need to come back and make changes. 
Here are some basic rules to follow:

1. Don’t use spaces in your filenames: while many browsers usually work 
it out, it’s better to take the spaces out or replace them with a dash or 
underscore. You can recognize these in web addresses because each space 
shows up as “%20”. Not only are these ugly, but make for difficult to read 
addresses (i.e. www.mysite.com/try%20to%20read%20this.htm, instead of 
www.mysite.com/try_to_read_this.htm).

2. Use shorter file names as opposed to longer (i.e. www.mysite.com/
readthis.htm): again, it is a big help when you are referring people to a 
page (you want them to type it correctly and find it).

3. Avoid using capital letters: most servers will do fine with this, but some 
unix servers are case sensitive and you would have to remember if the 
letters were upper or lower case.

4. Don’t use special characters other than dash or underscore: avoid 
these characters  . “ “ , ! ? / \ ~ * & % $ # @ ( ) : ; 
Some of these characters have special uses (dots and slashes) and others 
just won’t work. Basically, just stick with letters, numbers, dashes and 
underscores.

5. Either .htm or .html are fine for file extensions on the web: initially .htm 
was used because some servers wouldn’t work with four character file 
extensions. The main thing is to pick one and be consistent. 
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